
Around Britain

Britain is full of places with fascinating connections to our most

famous writers.Westrow Cooper highlights a few favourites

CLIFFSIDE SANCTUARY
In the early part of the 20th century, the

tiny village of Chaldon Herring was home

to a remarkable literary circle, drawn by

the rugged, brooding presence of Theodore

Powys (pictured right), brother of John

Cowper Powys (pictured

below right; author, most

famously, of A

Glastonbury Romance)

and the youngest Powys

brother, Llewelyn, who also

came to live in the area. 

Not that Theodore sought

visitors – far from it. He had

moved to Chaldon precisely

because it was the most out-

of-the-way place he could find

to inhabit – “very possibly” as

Llewelyn wrote in Skin for Skin,

“the most hidden village in Dorset”. 

However, while at Beth Car, an unlovely

house on the edge of Chaldon Herring, visi-

tors arrived from bohemian Bloomsbury

and stylish London society, often staying for

years. These included the sculptor Stephen

Tomlin; the writers David Garnett,

Valentine Ackland and Sylvia

Townsend Warner; Augustus John,

Carrington and Lady Ottoline

Morrell. TE Lawrence (of Arabia

fame) rode over on his motorcycle

from Clouds Hill; he timed

himself, trying on each

visit to complete the 

journey more quickly.

Chaldon Herring today

remains largely hidden

and unspoilt, offering 

magnificent walks on its

surrounding hills. Close by is White Nothe

(or White Nose) where Llewelyn Powys

lived in the bleak, barracks-type row of

coastguard cottages from 1925 to 1931.

Handsome, charming and endowed with a

tremendous zest for life, Llewelyn divided

his attentions between his wife, Alyse

Gregory, and mistress, Gamel Woolsey –

both writers from America – whilst creating

a resonant body of essays deeply rooted in

time and place. In this extract he captures

the excitement of winter at White Nothe:

“On White Nose cliff after a November

gale I have often picked up sea-weed, though

the top of the headland stands 600 feet

above the waves. The winds there would be

so violent as to blow in the windows of the

coast-guard cottages and to send slates from

our roof flying over the ploughlands behind

the houses as lightly as though they were

“A hound it was, an enormous coal-black hound, 
but not such a hound as mortal eyes have ever seen.”
Arthur Conan Doyle, The Hound of the Baskervilles
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Going
by the book
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“… and Lorna Doone was standing
between me and the sun” 
R D Blackmore, Lorna Doone

The bucolic scenery of Exmoor. Left: Dartmoor, setting of The

Hound of the Baskervilles. Above: Durdle Door on the Dorset

coast – the area also inspired PD James (inset).

“It was an extraordinary place: 
extraordinary things happened there
and extraordinary people were to be
found there”
Valentine Ackland

sycamore leaves. And then, as soon as ever

the wind went down, a sea mist would sud-

denly descend upon us enveloping us

utterly…”

Walk east along the Dorset coast path and

you will reach the Kimmeridge Ledges and

the Clavell Tower above Kimmeridge Bay –

inspiration for The Black Tower as it

becomes in PD James’ crime thriller of the

same name. The author’s sleuth, Adam

Dalgliesh, is in Dorset to convalesce, but is

soon plunged into a murder enquiry:

“The view, spectacular and frightening,

made him catch his breath … As he looked

down on the chaotic and awe-inspiring

waste of rock and sea and tried to picture

what the fall must have done to Holroyd,

the sun moved fitfully from behind the

clouds and a band of sunlight moved across

the headland lying warm as a hand on the

back of his neck, gilding the bracken, mar-

bling the strewn rocks at the cliff edge.”

ROMANCE ON THE MOORS
At the northern end of Exmoor in North

Devon lies Lorna Doone country, the damp

moorland setting of RD Blackmore’s most

celebrated historical romance. 

A fairly long walk, starting and finishing

in the village of Malmsmead, takes you

through the heart of Doone country, the

route passing the ruins of the Doone’s prop-

erty (the family in the book was based on a

real family), the water slide, Badgeworthy

(Badgery) Water, and Brendon Common,

from which there are spectacular views

across the moor towards the Bristol Channel

and Wales. You can also visit Oare Church,

where Carver Doone shoots Lorna.

Dartmoor was the inspiration
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and backdrop for one of Arthur Conan

Doyle’s most famous Sherlock Holmes

tales, The Hound of the Baskervilles.

Doyle stayed in Princetown whilst carrying

out research for the book, and it is widely

believed that the fictional Great Grimpen

Mire is based on Fox Tor Mire.

The tale is thought to have been inspired

by the legend of local squire Richard

Cabell, of Buckfastleigh. A man with a

reputation for evil, legend has it that when

Cabell died in the 1670s howling black

dogs breathing fire raced across Dartmoor.

Baskerville Hall itself may, in real life, be

either Hayford Hall or Brook Manor, both

of them near Buckfastleigh. 

HOME FROM HOME
Dr Samuel Johnson famously remarked

that “when a man is tired of London, he is

tired of life” – but from time to time he

could be persuaded to leave the city. He

visited Denbigh on a number of occasions,

including a visit in 1774, of which Boswell

remarks in his Life of Johnson, the great

man “delighted to stand and recite verses”. 

Colonel Middleton of Gwaenynog Hall

erected a monument to Johnson, which

stands nearby. 

In the early 20th century Gwaenynog

Hall was home to Frederick and Alice

Burton, uncle and aunt to Beatrix Potter,

who used to visit regularly. The walled

Victorian kitchen garden at Gwaenynog

formed the basis of the garden depicted 

in The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies. It is 

still possible to link the pictures in the

book to the present characteristics of the

garden, open between June and August

and by appointment.

FELLS AND DALES
At the southern edge of the North York

Moors lies the picturesque village of

Coxwold and within it Shandy Hall, home

in the 1760s to the village’s eccentric and

witty parson, Laurence Sterne. 

Here Sterne wrote the later volumes of

his bawdy and innovative masterpiece The

Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,

Gentleman and A Sentimental Journey

through France and Italy, an account of

European travels he had made in 1765 in

an effort to defeat the tuberculosis which

plagued him in the later years of his life,

and to which he finally succumbed, aged 54. 

Shandy Hall, more than 500 years old

and architecturally as singular as its former

occupant, houses the world’s foremost col-

lection of editions of Sterne’s novels, as

well as prints, paintings and other memo-

rabilia. In nearby Coxwold churchyard,

Sterne’s remains are marked by two grave-

stones: a white one with black letters

which is full of errors, and a second which

corrects the mistakes of the first. 

Chapters 6-8 of Dracula (1897) are set

in and around Whitby, the fishing port on

the mouth of the River Esk where author

Bram Stoker stayed at 7 Royal Crescent in

the summer of 1890.

There is a Bram Stoker memorial seat,

commemorating the view that inspired the

Whitby scenes. As he writes in the book, “I

shall come and sit here often myself and

work. Indeed, I am writing now, with my

book on my knee”. From here one can see

the ruins of the Abbey, the Church, the

harbour and the stone cliffs to the west

where the Russian ship Demeter came

ashore in a violent storm.

Also close by in the town is a museum

dedicated to a very different writer: Dame

Edith Sitwell (1887-1964). She was born

in the family’s seaside home, Wood End,

by the Crescent. It is now a museum con-

taining first editions of the Sitwells’ works.

Her brother Osbert set his novel Before the

Bombardment (1926) in the town.

“All intellectual improvement
arises from leisure” Dr Johnson
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Right: a sinister sunset in Whitby.

Far right: walking the North York Moors,

in the footsteps of Tristram Shandy

A stained-glass window at Dr Johnson’s

House in London
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CITY SLICKER
Suave sophistication gets no more suave or

sophisticated than secret agent James

Bond, and 007’s creator Ian Fleming led a

similarly stylish and intriguing life. Born

into a wealthy family at 27 Green Street in

Mayfair, he started his career as a journal-

ist with Reuters, but then changed tack,

joining a London banking firm. From

1936 to 1939 he lived at 22B Ebury Street,

where he amassed an important collection

of first editions and surrealist art whilst

leading an elegant life of dinner parties,

games of chance and love affairs. Some of

Fleming’s favourite haunts included Scott’s

in Mount Street, White’s in St James’s, and

the Dorchester. 

After service in WW2 as a naval intelli-

gence officer, Fleming built his famous

retreat in Jamaica, Goldeneye, and in 1953

purchased 16 Victoria Square as a London

base. Here he completed his first novel,

Casino Royale (1953), in which he intro-

duced the now legendary secret agent,

James Bond 007. Live and Let Die

followed in 1954, and thereafter a new

Bond novel appeared every year until the

short stories Octopussy and The Living

Daylights in 1966.    

In an article in 1962 Fleming wrote “My

contribution to the art of thriller-writing

has been to attempt the total stimulation

of the reader all the way through, even to

his taste buds…” �

“His cries are at times awful, but
the silences that follow are more
deadly still, for he means murder
in every turn and movement.”
Bram Stoker, Dracula

“Every time a man smiles, but much
more so, when he laughs, … it adds
something to this Fragment of Life”
Lawrence Sterne, Tristram Shandy

� Dorset

Plumber Manor 01258 472507

The Priory 01929 551666

� Devon

Northcote Manor  01769 560501

� North Wales

Bodysgallen Hall and Spa 01492 58446

� Yorkshire

Judges Country House 01642 789000

The Devonshire 01756 718111

The Feversham Arms 01439770766

� London

The Goring 020 7936 9000

Where to stay


